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Abstract
We investigate a new ecient packet routing strategy which mitigates trac
congestion on complex networks. In order to avoid congestion, we minimize
the maximum betweenness, which is a measure for concentration of routing
paths passing through a node in the network. Danila et al. propose a packet
routing strategy in which, instead of shortest paths, they used ecient paths,
which are the paths with the minimum total summations of weights assigned
to nodes in the respective paths. They use a heuristic algorithm in which the
weights are updated step by step by using the information of betweenness
of each node in every step and the respective total summations of weights
for paths through the nodes with large degrees become comparatively large.
Thus passage through such nodes, where congestion almost occurs, is likely
to be avoided in their algorithm. The convergence time by their algorithm
is, however, quite long. In this paper, we propose a new ecient heuristic
algorithm which balances trac on networks by achieving minimization of
the maximum betweenness in the much smaller number of iteration steps for
convergence than that by the algorithm of Danila et al.
Keywords: Packet routing, Complex network, the Internet
1. Introduction
Since the discovery of small world networks, where average lengths of
shortest paths, which have the respective minimum numbers of hops between
two nodes, are proportional to the logarithm of the total number of nodes,
by Watts and Storogatz[1], and scale-free networks, where the distribution
of degree k follows P (k)  k , by Barabasi and Albert[2], the structures
and dynamics on the networks have been investigated actively in many elds.
The small world and scale-free networks are called complex networks[3].
Recently, communication networks such as the Internet reach a huge scale
and a lot of data pass through the networks. Although some attempts to
optimize information trac are made in real computer networks, they are
not systematic. Therefore, development of ecient packet routing strategies
optimal for transport is one of the most important problems in the study of
computer networks. Until now, however, transport routing strategies used on
computer networks have been solely determined based on the shortest paths.
Real computer networks, however, display scale-free features and have poor
performance for trac ow on routing based on the shortest path strategy
(SPS). The reason is because trac concentrates on hubs, nodes with a great
many degrees, and congestion is prone to occur there when we send trac
by the SPS because many shortest paths pass through hubs on scale-free
networks [4]. It is especially important that we nd the routing strategy
which can bear as much trac as possible without congestion in scale-free
networks. Thus it is necessary to devise routing strategies to avoid hubs
eciently in place of those based on the SPS.
Many studies on information transport on complex networks have at-
tracted a great deal of interest in recent years[4{19]. Krause et al.[13{16]
investigate routing in wireless ad hoc communication.
In this paper, we investigate packet routing strategies to mitigate trac
congestion in complex networks. In order to avoid congestion, nodes passed
through by a great many routing paths should be bypassed. Concentration
of routing paths to a node is measured with betweenness, which is calculated
with the fast algorithm by Newman[20], and Newman and Girvan[21]. If we
minimize the maximum betweenness, which is the largest one of all the nodes
in the network, with an improvement of the routing strategy, congestion is
reduced. Danila et al. propose a packet routing strategy in which, instead
of shortest paths, they used ecient paths, which are the paths with the
minimum total summations of weights assigned to nodes in the respective
paths. They investigate a heuristic iteration algorithm which improves tol-
erance to congestion step by step by an increase of the weight for the node
with the maximum betweenness in every step[5, 6] and the respective total
summation of weights for paths through hubs become comparatively large.
Thus routing properties were improved on congestion with the use of ecient
paths, since, with the strategy, passage through nodes with hubs on scale-free
networks is likely to be avoided. Hereafter, the algorithm proposed by Danila
et al. is called the optimal path strategy (OPS). The convergence time of the
OPS is, however, quite long. We propose a new heuristic algorithm which
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converges quickly. That is, in a step of iteration, we change simultaneously
the weights of several nodes with comparatively large betweennesses in the
early stage and change only the weights of nodes with betweennesses which
are exceedingly near to the maximum betweenness in the late stage and
demonstrate that the algorithm constructs the routing paths which greatly
mitigate congestion by minimizing the maximum betweenness in the much
smaller number of iteration steps for convergence than that by the OPS.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we explain the relation
between betweenness and congestion. In Section 3, we dene the ecient
paths. In Section 4, we consider the new heuristic algorithm renewing the
next step strategy by using the information of the betweenness in every step
and solve the problem of slow convergence by the existing algorithm. We
also show the eciency of the routing strategy from numerical simulation.
In Section 5, we summarize our results and state some conclusions.
2. Betweenness and congestion
First, we explain the denition of betweenness, a packet routing model
used in this paper, the relation between betweenness and congestion on the
packet routing model and dene a congestion index.
2.1. Betweenness
We consider that paths for all pairs of nodes in the network are dened
according to a rule, for example, choosing the shortest path and so on. The









where N denotes the total number of nodes in the network, st(v) the number
of paths from a source node s to a target node t that pass through v and st
the number of all paths from s to t according to the rule, that is,
P
v st(v).
We normalize this index by N(N   1), the total number of all pairs of a
destination node and source node in the whole network. In other words,
betweenness b(v) means the probability of paths passing through v in all
paths which are dened according to the rule.
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2.2. Packet routing model
In this paper, we regard all nodes as both hosts and routers. That is,
nodes generate and deliver packets. The data is divided into packets, which
are sent to a destination through networks. Precisely, we assume a packet
routing model as follows:
 The network is constructed with the Barabasi and Albert model.[2]
 A packet is generated at every node at the same average rate  per
time step.
 The destination of the generated packet is determined at random.
 All nodes can deliver at most D packets to directly connected nodes in
one step.
 A packet is removed from the network if the packet arrives at its des-
tination.
 Each node has a First-In-First-Out (FIFO) queue for packets.
 The maximum length of the queue is innite and we do not consider
discard of packets when the queue is full.
 Each link is undirected.
2.3. The relation between congestion and betweenness
The critical rate of packet generation c is dened as follows: when the
rate  of packet generation is less than c, the number of packets generated
at source nodes and arriving at target nodes are balanced and packets ow
freely. On the other hand, trac congestion occurs as the number of packets
inserted in the network exceeds that of removed packets per unit step and the
number of heaped packets increases with time for  > c. Thus. we dene c
at which the phase transition takes place from free ow to congested trac.
This critical value can reect the maximum capability of a system handling
its trac.
Bmax is dened as the maximum betweenness of all nodes in the whole
network and L as the average path length in the network. We estimate c
by using Bmax as follows: In the free ow state, the total number of packets
in the network is estimated to be NL and the probability that a packet
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exists at the node with Bmax is approximated with Bmax=L, since on average
the positions of the packets are distributed homogeneously in a routing path
and the concentration of routing paths passing through the node is measured
with betweenness. Therefore the maximum number of the packets sent at




Because a phase transition takes place from the free ow state to congestion
when the number of sent packets exceeds D, c is determined as follows [10]:
cNBmax = D ! c = D
NBmax
(3)
From this fact, it is found that we should minimize Bmax in order to maximize
c and avoid congestion, if we x the number of the delivering packet in one
step at each node to be D, for all nodes. For this purpose delivery through
the ecient paths, explained in the next section, is employed as the rule for
packet routing in place of delivery through the shortest paths. Hereafter, we
set D = 1 in this paper.
2.4. Congestion index
We dene a congestion index () to represent a phase transition from








where W = W (t+t) W (t), W (t) is the total number of packets at step
t in the network, h   i denotes the average and hW i is divided by Nt,
which is the average number of packets generated in t steps. () is zero in
free ow because the number of generated packets is balanced with that of
packets removed due to arrival at the destination. On the other hand, ()
becomes positive in congested trac because the total number of packets
increases in the network. Therefore  where () becomes positive from zero
is regarded as the critical generation rate c from numerical simulation.
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3. Ecient path
Since it is known that the router networks are scale-free networks [2],
it is necessary to contrive new strategies which take the place of the SPS
because a great many shortest paths concentrate in hubs and it causes trac
congestion in scale-free networks. We explain ecient paths which mitigate
trac congestion on scale-free networks.
A path P [i! j] from node i to node j with successive hops from i to x1,
   , xn,    and j, (i! x1 !    ! xn !    ! j), is dened as follows:
P [i! j]  (i! x1 !    ! xn !    ! j): (5)
We assign a weight on every node and the total weight of the path S(P [i! j])
is dened as follows:




where Wh is the weight of node h and m varies over nodes in the path
P [i! j]. The ecient path  [i! j] is dened by minimization of the total
weight of the path as follows:
 [i! j]  arg min
P [i!j]
S(P [i! j]): (7)
 [i ! j] always corresponds to the shortest path when the weights of all
nodes in the network are equal to a constant.
There is a strong positive correlation between the degree and betweenness
of a node with the SPS in scale-free networks[17]. Therefore trac concen-
trates at hubs and trac congestion is usually generated there if packets
are sent through the shortest paths. For avoidance of passage through high
degree nodes and congestion, the ecient paths with the weight Wh = k

h ,
where kh is the degree of node h and  a constant, are proposed for packet
routing[17]. This strategy composes routes with the reduction of trac con-
centration by avoidance of passage through high-degree nodes, since, for pos-
itive , nodes with high degrees are likely to be avoided by minimization of
S. Hereafter, we call the strategy the degree ecient path strategy (DEPS).
In the next section, we improve the OPS, the heuristic algorithm for
determining optimal weights of nodes in the network proposed by Danila
et al. [5, 6] who renew step by step tolerance to congestion by using the
information of the betweenness in every step.
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4. Heuristic algorithm
The problem of nding the exact optimal (smallest) maximum between-
ness Bmax for the ecient paths is mathematically equivalent to the problem
of minimizing the sparsity vertex separator[18] which has been shown to be
an NP-hard problem.[22] Thus, it is generally hard to nd the exact solu-
tion of this problem within practical calculation times. First, the OPS is
explained.
4.1. The algorithm of Danila et al., the OPS
It is shown that a near-optimal solution for Bmax is found by the OPS.
The algorithm proceeds as follows:[5, 6]
1. Assign weight 2 to every link and compute the \ecient" paths, where
the total summation of the weights of the links in each path is minimum
between all pairs of nodes in the initial condition. Since initially the
weights of all links are equal, the initial ecient paths coincide exactly
with the shortest paths.
2. Compute the betweenness of every node for the ecient paths.
3. At iteration step t, nd the node which has the highest betweenness
Bmax(t) and add 1 to the weight of every link that directly connects it
to another node.
4. Recompute the ecient path.
5. t = t+ 1 and repeat 2 to 4.
This algorithm is proven to be equivalent to the following algorithm.
1. Assign weight 1 to every node and compute the ecient paths dened
in Sec.3 between all pairs of nodes in the initial condition. Initially the
determined paths coincide exactly with the shortest paths, because all
weights of the nodes are the same.
2. Compute the betweenness of every node.
3. At iteration step t, nd the node which has the highest betweenness
Bmax(t) and add 1 to the weight of this node.
4. Recompute the ecient path.
5. t = t + 1 and repeat 2 to 4.
Although a very small and near-optimal limit value of Bmax is obtained,
it takes a great many steps for convergence of Bmax(t) relative to the system
size by the algorithm.
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4.2. Improvements of the OPS
Our goal is to reduce convergence time because it takes a long time to
nd the optimal solution by the OPS. There are two points in the algorithm
which should be improved to reduce convergence time, as follows:
1. At every step, the weights of the links directly connected to the node
with the maximum betweenness are only increased, or the weight of the
node with the maximum betweenness is only increased in the equivalent
algorithm. Therefore, convergence speed is slow.
2. The initial maximum betweenness Bmax(0) is large because the SPS is
used in the initial condition.
We address these two problems in the OPS-equivalent algorithm as fol-
lows:
1. The weights for several nodes with comparatively large betweenness
are simultaneously renewed at each iteration step.
2. The DEPS is used in the initial condition and Bmax(0) is exceedingly
reduced in advance in comparison with the OPS.
We propose new heuristic algorithms by taking into account these im-
provements after this. In this subsection, we set the total number of nodes
N = 500 and the average degree hki = 8.
4.2.1. New algorithms 1 and 2
We dene the weight of a node i as Wi(t) in iteration step t and the
updating rule is as follows:
1. Assign the initial weight Wi(0) = k

i to every node i.
2. Update the weight of node j which satises Bj(t)=Bmax(t) > ` as fol-
lows:




where ` is a positive constant, ki the degree of node i and  a constant. We
set  to be 0.7, since for the BA model we calculate Bmax(0) with N = 500
and hki = 8 for various  (0 <  < 1) and nd that Bmax(0) is a minimum
for  = 0:7. We call it algorithm 1, hereafter.
In Fig.1, we show Bmax(t) in using this algorithm for ` = 0.9, 0.99 and











Fig. 1: Bmax(t) with algorithm 1 using Eq.(8), averaged over 100 samples. Although, for
` = 0:9, Bmax(t) (the thin dashed line) converges fast, the limit value  0:013 is high.
For ` = 0:99 (the thick solid line), the limit value is suciently low. For ` = 0:999, the
limit value for quite large t is approximately coincident with that for ` = 0:99. However,
it takes a very long time for convergence for ` = 0:999. (the thick dashed line) Therefore
we take ` = 0:99, because Bmax(t) converges relatively fast to a satisable value.
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0.9 and the number of iterations required to reach the convergence increases
for ` = 0.999, although the limit values for ` = 0:999 are similar to those for
` = 0:99. Therefore we conclude that this algorithm is optimal for ` = 0:99.
In algorithm 1, we limit updates of weights to nodes with quite large
betweenness using the parameter `. Instead of `, another parameter may also
be used for the limitation. We dene the updating of weights in algorithm 2
as follows:
1. Assign the initial weight Wi(0) = k

i to every node i with  = 0:7.
2. Update the weight of node j as follows:






where a is a positive constant.
Since, for large a, the increment of the weights of the nodes with small
betweenness is quite small, the updated amount of the weights of the nodes
is actually limited. We show Bmax(t) at step t for a = 7, 100 and 300 in Fig.2.
From the gure, it is found that this algorithm is optimal for a = 100, since
for a = 7 the limit value is not suciently low and for a = 300 convergence
is much slower than for a = 100, where the limit value is a suciently low
value which is similar to that for a = 300.
We show Bmax(t) to compare algorithms 1 and 2 in Fig.3. From this
gure, it is found that algorithm 2 is more ecient than algorithm 1 because
the number of iterations required to reach convergence with algorithm 2 is
less than that with algorithm 1, and the limit values with both algorithms
are similar.
4.2.2. Improvement of algorithm 2
The number of iterations required to reach convergence is small at small a
since the weights of many nodes are updated simultaneously in algorithm 2.
Since Bmax(t) becomes small and the number of nodes with the betweenness
near Bmax(t) increases as time elapses[8], the weights of many nodes are
updated simultaneously for small a. With large a, we can carefully limit
updates of weights of nodes to that of the node with quite large betweenness
and the limit value of Bmax(t) becomes suciently low since limited weights
are slightly updated in a step. The convergence time for large a is, however,











Fig. 2: Bmax(t) is plotted as a function of t for a = 7 (dotted line), a = 100 (solid line) and
a = 300 (dashed line) with the use of algorithm 2, averaged over 100 samples. Although
for a = 7, Bmax(t) converges faster than that for a = 100, the limit value for a = 7 is
not suciently low in comparison with that for a = 100. The limit value for a = 100 is a
suciently low value which is similar to that for a = 300. The convergence for a = 100 is











Fig. 3: The results for Bmax(t) with algorithm 1 with ` = 0:99 (dashed line) and algorithm
2 (a = 100, solid line) averaged over 100 samples are compared. We nd that algorithm 2
is more ecient for fast convergence to a suciently low value than algorithm 1.
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a at late steps, since at the early stage it must not be too careful to update
the weights in order that we pursue the fast convergence and at the late
stage a detailed update is needed for the optimal limit value of Bmax(t) on
the other hand. Therefore, we propose the algorithm with increasing a in
Eq.(9) to take into account the above points.
We dene algorithm 3 by considering this concept as follows:
1. Assign the initial weight Wi(0) = k

i to every node i for  = 0:7.
2. Update the weight of node j as follows:






Here, a(t) is a monotonically increasing function of t. Although we try to
use various functions for a(t), the results with such functions are much the
same as those with a(t) = A + t, where A is a constant. Consequently, we
use a(t) = A+ t for A = 5.
Now, we show Bmax(t) at step t by algorithms 2 and 3 (a(t) = 5 + t) in
Fig.4. From this gure, it is found that the number of iterations required
to reach convergence is greatly improved in algorithm 3 in comparison with
algorithm 2 and that the limit values with both algorithms are similar. Thus,
algorithm 3 is the most ecient for packet routing. We call algorithm 3
(a(t) = 5 + t) the new optimal path strategy (NOPS) hereafter.
Lastly, we compare the NOPS with the OPS in Fig.5. From the gure,
with the NOPS we can amazingly decrease the number of iterations required
to reach the limit while the suciently low limit value similar to that with
the OPS is obtained.
4.3. Stop condition
We dene the stop condition of the NOPS as follows:
1. (Bmax(t))min is dened as the minimum of all Bmax(t
0) for t0  t, that
is, mint0tBmax(t0).
2. At every iteration step t, Bmax(t) is compared with (Bmax(t))min. If
Bmax(t) is less than (Bmax(t))min, we set (Bmax(t))min = Bmax(t) and
record the weight of every node at this step in order to memorize the
optimal weights of all nodes which are used for packet routing on the
network.
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Fig. 4: Comparison between Bmax(t) as a function of t for algorithm 2 (a = 100, dashed
line) and algorithm 3 (a(t) = 5 + t, solid line) averaged over 100 samples is shown. Con-
vergence is faster with algorithm 3 than algorithm 2 and the limit values are similar to
each other.
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Fig. 5: Bmax(t) as a function of t averaged over 100 samples. The results by the NOPS












Fig. 6: (Bmax(t))min by the NOPS with N = 500 and hki = 8 for the BA model as a
function of T averaged over 100 samples.
3. The iteration is stopped if (Bmax(t))min is not renewed for T steps.
We obtain (Bmax(t))min using the NOPS in order to estimate T for conver-
gence to adequately low (Bmax(t))min. We show the result with the average
number of degrees hki = 8 in Fig.6 for N = 500. From the gure, the
(Bmax(t))min is converged to a suciently low value at T = 500 for N = 500.








Fig. 7: We compare the average path length as a function of N for hki = 8 by four algo-
rithms, the SPS (circles), DEPS (triangles), OPS (diamonds) and our algorithm (squares)
averaged over 10 networks.
4.4. Average path length, average of packet traveling time and congestion
index
Next, we show the average path length, average of packet traveling time,
and congestion index () on the network using the ecient paths with the
weights optimized by the NOPS to investigate the eciency of this algorithm
for T=500 in the following gures. Packet traveling time is the number of
steps from generation to arrival at the destination of a packet.
In Fig.7, we show the average path length L using four strategies, the
NOPS, OPS, DEPS, and SPS as a function of the total number of nodes N .











Fig. 8: We compare the average traveling time of a packet Tave as a function of  for
N = 500 and hki = 8 for the SPS (circles), DEPS (triangles), OPS (diamonds) and our
algorithm (squares) averaged over 30 networks and 500 steps.
by the NOPS though L with the use of the NOPS is a little smaller than
that with the OPS and longer than the DEPS and SPS. In particular, L for
the NOPS is approximately 1.5 times larger than that for the SPS.
In Fig.8, we show the average traveling time of a packet Tave as a function
of packet generation rate . From this gure, since, for the NOPS, c where
Tave begins to increases intensely is much larger than those for the DEPS
and SPS, it is found that the NOPS is proper for the tolerance of congestion
although the packet traveling time by the NOPS is a little longer than those
with the DEPS and SPS in the free ow state. The results with the OPS are







Fig. 9: We depict () on the NOPS (squares), OPS (diamonds), DEPS (triangles) and
SPS (circles), as a function of , hki = 8 and N = 500 averaged over 30 networks and
500steps.
The congestion index () by the NOPS, OPS, DEPS and SPS is shown
in Fig.9 as a function of the packet generation rate . From Fig.9, it is found
that the NOPS is much more ecient than the DEPS, since c by the NOPS
is larger than that by the DEPS and SPS. () with the OPS is similar to
that with the NOPS.
The values of c with the NOPS, OPS, DEPS and SPS, which are esti-
mated from Figs.(8) and (9) are close to 0.17, 0.16, 0.097 and 0.014, respec-
tively, calculated by Eq.(3).
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4.5. Calculation time and the limit value of (Bmax(t))min
In this subsection, we investigate the calculation time required for deter-
mining the optimal weights and limit value of (Bmax(t))min by the OPS and
our algorithm.
We require O(N2 logN) time in computing betweenness [23], O(N2) time
in recomputing paths for both the NOPS and OPS, and in renewing the
weight O(1) time for the OPS and O(N) time for the NOPS. As a result,
the computational complexity required for one iteration is O(N2 logN) for
both the OPS and NOPS. On the other hand, the required iteration step to
obtain limit (Bmax(t))min is O(N) for the OPS.[5] Therefore, for comparison
of the iteration steps required for the two algorithms we need to estimate the
required iteration step for the NOPS.
The iteration number Tstop in which the algorithm stops for the NOPS
at T=500 is about 1000 and seems not to depend on the network size N in
the range of [300; 1000]. The iteration number required for the OPS is O(N)
and that for the NOPS seems to be O(1) in the range of N 2 [300; 1000].
Further investigation is, however, needed for conrmation of this point.
We nd from simulation that limit values of (Bmax(t))min with the OPS
and our algorithm are similar to each other if the algorithms are run for
sucient steps.
5. Conclusions
In Sec.4, we consider the heuristic algorithm which tunes the weight of
every node by using the information of betweenness in every iteration step.
Danila et al. have proposed the heuristic algorithms for convergence. There
is, however, the problem that it takes quite long steps for convergence in the
algorithm. We propose two points of improvement to solve this problem. We
use the DEPS as the initial weights and change simultaneously the weights
of several nodes in each step. As a result, it is found that the NOPS have the
best performance when we change the weights of comparatively many nodes
with large betweennesses in the early stage and change, in the late stage,
only the weights of nodes with betweennesses which are extremely close to
the maximum betweenness. We can reduce convergence time by using this
algorithm while the low limit value of Bmax is maintained. We mainly conrm
the superiority of our algorithm by computer simulation for N = 500 and
hki = 8.
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We set the same capacity of delivering packets for each node in this paper.
However it is known that there is a positive correlation between the degree
and the capacity of delivering packets in real networks. In addition, if we
model the distance between nodes and the delivering capacity of links in
detail, we should set the dierent weight of each link [19]. We hope to
investigate the eciency of our routing strategy in the near future, taking
these properties into account.
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